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Follow our Facebook page for updates, promotions, and events.Follow our Facebook page for updates, promotions, and events.  

Keeping you in a positive mindset!Keeping you in a positive mindset!
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Family: Family is theFamily: Family is the
only legacy that will outlast me on Earth.only legacy that will outlast me on Earth.
Integrity: My integrity is the one thing in life I have 100% control over.Integrity: My integrity is the one thing in life I have 100% control over.
Impact: If I am not making a positive impact on others, why am I here?Impact: If I am not making a positive impact on others, why am I here?

KNOWING WHAT YOU STAND FORKNOWING WHAT YOU STAND FOR
What is important to me? If someone were to ask me what was truly important in my life, what would those things be? For me it’s:What is important to me? If someone were to ask me what was truly important in my life, what would those things be? For me it’s:

How would I answer that same question at work? What do I stand for? What do I want my team to stand for?How would I answer that same question at work? What do I stand for? What do I want my team to stand for?

Knowing what values are important to me and declaring them publicly is the critical first step to insuring I have the team I want.Knowing what values are important to me and declaring them publicly is the critical first step to insuring I have the team I want.
Values define the behavioral expectations I have for my team.Values define the behavioral expectations I have for my team.

Knowing what we stand for will insure we will make decisions based on our values not our circumstances. Otherwise our decisionsKnowing what we stand for will insure we will make decisions based on our values not our circumstances. Otherwise our decisions
will be reactionary and inconsistent.will be reactionary and inconsistent.  

When a leader of team or a family does not know what he/she stands for then that leader’s decisions can be unpredictable andWhen a leader of team or a family does not know what he/she stands for then that leader’s decisions can be unpredictable and
inconsistent. This hurts the level of trust others have in the leader.inconsistent. This hurts the level of trust others have in the leader.

Communicating What You Stand ForCommunicating What You Stand ForCommunicating What You Stand For
If my family or my team does not know what I want us to stand for, should I be surprised when their behaviors stray from thoseIf my family or my team does not know what I want us to stand for, should I be surprised when their behaviors stray from those
standards? I must communicate those values and insure they are understood.standards? I must communicate those values and insure they are understood.

Values that are well thought out and well communicated are infinitely more effective than a laundry list of rules or an ever-growingValues that are well thought out and well communicated are infinitely more effective than a laundry list of rules or an ever-growing
policy manual. Whether at work or at home, I do not want to develop compliant rule followers. I want to develop wise decision-policy manual. Whether at work or at home, I do not want to develop compliant rule followers. I want to develop wise decision-
makers.makers.

When I frequently and consistently communicate my values to those I lead, they begin to understand how they should think andWhen I frequently and consistently communicate my values to those I lead, they begin to understand how they should think and
act regardless of their situation. If this occurs, I can be confident in how my team and/or my family will process their decisionsact regardless of their situation. If this occurs, I can be confident in how my team and/or my family will process their decisions
when I am not around.when I am not around.

The Bottom Line:The Bottom Line:The Bottom Line:
By knowing and communicating what I stand for, I give myself, my family and my team a decision-making criteria that will help usBy knowing and communicating what I stand for, I give myself, my family and my team a decision-making criteria that will help us
all make critical choices in the heat of the moment.all make critical choices in the heat of the moment.

Not knowing what I stand for and not communicating that with those I lead is recipe for trouble. But the absolute worst thing I canNot knowing what I stand for and not communicating that with those I lead is recipe for trouble. But the absolute worst thing I can
do for my family and my team is to claim to hold certain values and not live up to them.do for my family and my team is to claim to hold certain values and not live up to them.

Most teams have a set of values published on a website or posted on walls in public areas.Most teams have a set of values published on a website or posted on walls in public areas.

Perhaps it is the leaders who do not communicate, reinforce or live up to those values who are responsible for the politics, badPerhaps it is the leaders who do not communicate, reinforce or live up to those values who are responsible for the politics, bad
attitudes and distrust within their teams?attitudes and distrust within their teams?

That is a rhetorical question. Of course it is the leaders who are responsible! Leaders are always responsible for the culture of theThat is a rhetorical question. Of course it is the leaders who are responsible! Leaders are always responsible for the culture of the
team or the families we lead.team or the families we lead.


